In modern reproductive medicine, testicular biopsy is used for both diagnosing and treating the most difficult cases of male infertility, such as azoospermia. The correct interpretation of histologic findings related to the morphology of the testicular biopsy sample is crucial for therapeutic and in vitro fertilization procedures. The main method of treating obstructive and nonobstructive azoospermia is (micro) surgical and is aimed at successfully isolating spermatozoa from the biopsy specimen and microinjecting them into the oocyte. Therefore, a good knowledge of the normal development, morphology, and pathology of the human testis is the basis for managing infertility. Furthermore, early detection of carcinoma in situ and more advanced pathologic changes in the testicular parenchyma based on evaluation of the testicular biopsy sample leads to high cure rates of testicular neoplasms.

The aim of this atlas is to familiarize experts such as clinical embryologists, gynecologists, andrologists, urologists, pathologists, and other physicans/reproductive biology scientists with the normal morphology and pathology of the testis. Briefly, the atlas presents (a) methods of testicular tissue sampling; (b) various histologic procedures for tissue processing and freezing–thawing; (c) normal development of the early, fetal, and postnatal testis; (d) normal spermatogenesis and morphology of the interstitial tissue; (e) damage of spermatogenesis, cryptorchidism, Klinefelter’s syndrome, testicular dysgenesis syndrome, and detection of carcinoma in situ; (f) testicular neoplasms such as seminomas and nonseminomas; (g) other related pathology; and (h) new approaches to diagnosing male infertility, such as DNA microarray analysis and advanced microscopic techniques.

This atlas might guide experts in the reproductive medicine field toward the correct interpretation of histologic findings and standardization of testicular biopsy analysis/procedures in their laboratories. The book presents images from paraffin and semithin sections of the human testis; such sections are used routinely to assess testicular tissue morphology.

Many people sacrificed their time and energy to contribute to this book. Therefore, I am deeply grateful to the authors and coauthors of all chapters. Without the valuable help of my young assistants, Andreja Vukasović and Viviana Kozina, and their schematic representations, it would be impossible for me to finalize some chapters and submit them to the publisher. I am indebted to the Springer crew, especially our developmental editor, Georgette Forgione, for the continuous support and encouragement. Finally, without the
understanding of my wife and family during the many nights I spent amending pictures and writing text and legends, this book would not have become a reality.
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